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Abstract-Program listings are given in the REDUCE 2 Algebraic Programming system that implement the 
following operations of the exterior calculus: exterior multiplication, exterior differentiation, inner multi- 
plication, Lie differentiation, and Lie multiplication. These programs realize xterior forms and vector fields 
by resolving them on unevaluated systems of operators with the necessary algebraic properties. Use of 
these programs in the computation of isovectors of ideals of exterior forms is illustrated for the case where 
the ideal is generated by the system of exterior forms of degree two that characterize the equations for 
shallow water waves. 
1. IN”fRODUCTION 
The past several years have seen a marked increase in the use of geometric and group-theoretic 
methods for partial differential equations. This is due partly to the development of new and 
powerful procedures based upon isovectors and prolongation procedures [l-5] and partly to a 
significant increase in the number of workers who are at home with the exterior calculus and 
modem geometric methods. There is still, however, an obstruction to the full use of these 
methods, for anyone who has worked with them is aware of the shear weight of the calculations 
in even the simplest of problems. For example, if we have four independent variables, X, Y, 2, 
T and only one dependent variable Q(X, Y, Z, T) that satisfies a second order partial differen- 
tial equation, then the underlying space in nine dimensional with coordinate functions X, Y, Z, 
T, Q, Yl, Y2, Y3, Y4. The exterior form that defines the properties of the partial differential 
equation that Q is to satisfy has degree four, and hence a calculation of the isovectors of the 
system involves 
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= 126 independent equations in the general case. This staggering amount 
of calculation is what has relegated isovector methods to problems with few unknowns and 
even fewer independent variables, the usual case being only two independent variables. 
There has been a recent development in computer software that offers a way around the 
drudgery of the extensive calculations that are demanded by isovector and geometric methods. 
“Algebraic programming systems” are now available that work directly with symbolic expres- 
sions rather than with values. One such system, “REDUCE 2”, that was written by Dr. 
Anthony C. Hearn of the University of Utah, is commercially available. Since the REDUCE 2 
system implements all of the standard operations with functions and operators (addition, 
subtraction, multiplication, division, substitution, partial differentiation, and integration), it is 
only necessary to add programs to the system that implement the operations peculiar to the 
exterior calculus. Sections 2 and 3 give program listings in the REDUCE 2 system that 
accomplish this task. 
The program listing given in Section 2 implements he basis operators for exterior forms and 
the operations of exterior multiplication, “EXTP”, and exterior differentiation, “EXTD”. The 
implementation has been restricted to forms of degree less than six since there will generally be 
only the four independent variables X, Y, Z, T in problems so that computations of Lie 
derivatives of 4-forms will involve forms of degree five at most. This program is considered the 
basic program to which the program given in Sections 3 may be adjoined. Section 3 gives a program 
listing that implements a basis for the tangent space and the operations of Lie multiplication of two 
vector fields, “LIEP(U, V)“, inner multiplication of a vector field V with an exterior form W, 
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“INN( V, W)“, and Lie differentiation of an exterior form W with respect o a vector field V, 
“LIED( V, W)“. 
It is hoped that use of these programs wilI provide more direct access to the intricacies of 
nonlinear partial differential equations with which we all have to contend. The interested reader 
is invited to experiment with the programs and to improve on their efficiency, for much 
improvement is possible. To give one instance, the exterior product should have been im- 
plemented as an “nary inlix” operator at the LISP sublanguage l vel and incorporated irectly 
in the REDUCE 2 system. A significant reduction is achieved in actual calculations, even for 
the programming level given in the listings. We have attempted to illustrate this by the example 
of the equations of shallow water waves given in Section 4. 
2. THEBASICPROGRAMFORIMPLEMENTATIONOFTHEEXTERIORCALCULUS 
The following program is written in the REDUCE 2 system. All symbols are treated as 
operators. Exterior forms are realized as linear combinations of basis operators. For the case 
where the underlying space has dimension three, a l-form is written 
F(X, Y, Z)*Bl(l) + G(X, Y, Z)*B1(2) + H(X, Y, Z)*B1(3) 
and a 2-form is written 
F(X, Y, Z)*BZ( 1,2) + G(X, Y, Z)*B2(2,.3) + H(X, Y, Z)*B2(1,3) 
Thus, dX A d Y becomes B2( 1,2), dX A dZ becomes B2( 1,3) and dZ A dX becomes - B( 1,3). 
The basis operators are always sorted into canonical form in which the indices are in increasing 
order. Thus, if you enter B3(2,1,4), the program will print - B3(1,2,4). 
The exterior product is implemented as a binary prefix operator, EXTP( , ). If the 
statement EXTP(B2(1,3), B2(2,4)) is input, the program will give -B4(1,2, 3,4) as the output, 
etc. 
The exterior derivative is realized as a simple prefix operator, EXTD( ). Thus, if W: = 
X* Y*B2(2,3), then EXTD( W) will evaluate to Y*B3(1,2,3). The only exception occurs with 
forms of degree zero. In this instance, the operator BO(1) must be introduced as a basis for 
O-forms and the exterior derivative of a function F is then written in the form EXTD(F*BO(l)). 
COMMENT THIS PROGRAM IMPLEMENTS THE EXTERIOR PRODUCT AND 
DERIVATIVE$ 
WRITE “Bl(J), .J = 1,. . . IS A BASIS FOR l-FORMs”!§ 
WRITE “B(J, K), I < K, IS A BASIS FOR 2-FORMS’5 
WRITE “B3(J, K, L) IS A BASIS FOR 3-FORMS, ETC.“$ 
WRITE “IMPLEMENTATION OF FORMS OF DEGREE > 5 IS LEFT TO THE USER9 
WRITE “THE EXTERIOR PRODUCT OF TWO FORMS M AND W IS WRITI’EN”$ 
WRITE “EXTP(M, W)“$ 
WRITE “THE EXTERIOR DERIVATIVE OF A FORM W IS WRI’ITEN”!§ 
WRITE “EXTD( W)“$ 
WRITE “IF F IS A SCALAR, THEN YOU MUST WRITE EXTD(F*BO(l))“$ 
OPERATOR EXTP$ 
FOR ALL X LET 
ExTP(X, 0) = 0, 
ExTP(0, X) = O$ 
FOR ALL X, Y LET 
EXTP( - X, Y) = - EXTP(X, Y), 
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EXTP(X, - Y) = - EXTP(X, Y)$ 
FOR ALL X, Y, 2 LET 
EXTP(X, Y + 2) = (EXTP(X, Y) + EXTP(X, Z), 
EXTP(X, y/Z) = EXTP(X, Y)/Z, 
EXTP(X/Z, Y) = EXTP(X, Y)/Z, 
EXTP(X + Y, 2) = EXTP(X, 2) + EXTP( Y, Z)$ 
OPERATOR BO$ 
FOR ALL X LET DF(BO(I), X) = O$ 
COMMENT BO(1) IS THE IDENTITY$ 
FOR ALL X LET 
EX=(BO(l), x) = x, 
EXTP(X, BO( 1)) = X$ 
FOR ALL X, Y LET 
EXTP(X*BO(l), Y) = X* Y, 
ExTP(X, Y*Bql)) = x* Y$ 
OPERATOR Bl$ 
FOR ALL X, J LET DF(Bl(J), X) = 0$ 
FOR ALL X, Y, J LET 
EXTP(X*Bl(J), Y) = X*EXTP(Bl(J), Y), 
EXTP( Y, X*B l(J)) = X*EXTP( Y, B l(J))$ 
OPERATOR B2$ 
FOR ALL X, J, K LET DF(B2(J, K), X) = O$ 
FOR ALL J, K LET 
EXTP(Bl(J), Bl(K)) = B2(J, K)$ 
FOR ALL J, K SUCH THAT J = K LET 
B2(J, K) = O$ 
FOR ALL J, K SUCH THAT J < K LET 
B2(K, J) = - B2(J, K)$ 
FOR ALL X, Y, J, K LET 
EXTF’(X*B2(J, K), Y) = X*EXTP(B2(J, K), Y), 
EXTP( Y, X* B2( J, K)) = X*EXTP( Y, B2(J, K))$ 
OPERATOR B3$ 
FOR ALL X, J, K, L LET DF(B3(J, K, L), X) = 0$ 
FOR ALL J, K, L LET 
EXTP(Bl(J), B2(K, L)) = B3(J, K, L), 
EXTF’(B2(J, K), Bl(L)) = B3(J, K, L)$ 
FOR ALL J, K, L SUCH THAT J = K OR K = L LET 
B3(J, K, L) = 0$ 
FOR ALL J, K, L SUCH THAT J <K LET 
B3(K, J, L) = - B3(J, K, L), 
B3(L, K, J) = - B3(L, J, K)$ 
FOR ALL X, Y, J, K, L LET 
EXTP(X*B3(J, K, L), Y) = X*EXTP(B3(J, K, L), I’), 
EXTP( Y, X*B3(J, K, L)) = X*EXTP( y, B3(J, K, L))$ 
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OPERATOR B4$ 
FOR ALL X, J, K, L, M LET DF(B4(J, K, L, M), X) = 0% 
FOR ALL J, K, L, M LET 
=WBl(J), BXK, L, M)) = BW, K, L, M), 
EX’WBZ(J, Kh B%L, MN = NJ, K, L, M), 
EXTP(B3(J, K, L), Bl(M)) = B4M K, L, iW$ 
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FORALLJ,K,L,MSUCHTHATJ=KORK=LORL=MLET 
B4(J, K, L, M) = O$ 
FOR ALL J, K, L, M SUCH THAT J < K LET 
B4K, J, L, M) = - B4(J, K, L M), 
BW, K, J, M) = - BW, J, K, M), 
B4(L, M, K, L) = - B4(L, M, J, K)$ 
FOR ALL X, Y, J, K, L, M LET 
EXTP(X*B4(J, K, L, M), Y) = X*EXTP(B4(J, K, L, M), Y), 
EXPT( Y, X*B4(J, K, L, M) = X*EXTP( Y, B4(J, K, L, M))$ 
OPERATOR BS$ 
FOR ALL X, J, K, L, M, N LET DF(BS(J, K, L, M, N), X) = 0$ 
FOR ALL J, K, L, M, N LET 
=“WBUJh BW, L M W = BW, K, L M N, 
EXTP(B2(J, K), B3(L, M, N)) = BS(J, K, L, M, N), 
EXTP(B3(J, K, L), B2(M, N)) = BS(J, K, L, M, N), 
EXTP(BIYJ, K, L, MI, BUN)) = B5(J, K, L, M, N)$ 
FORALLJ,K,L,M,NSUCHTHATJ=KORK=LORL=MORM=NLET 
BS(J, K, L, M, N) = 0$ 
FOR ALL J, K, L, M, N SUCH THAT J <K LET 
FOR .A 
BS(K, J, L, M, N) = - BS(J, K, L, M, N), 
B5(L, K, J, M, N) = - B5(L, J, K, M, N), 
B5(L, M, K, J, N) = - BS(L, M, J, K, N), 
BS(L, M, N, K, J) = - BS(L, M, N, J, K)$ 
,LL X, Y, J, K, L, M, N LET 
EXTP(X*BS(J, K, L, M, N), Y) = X*EXTP(BS(J, K, L, M, N), 
EXTP(Y, X*BS(J, K, L, M, N)) = X*EXTP( Y, BS(J, K, L, M, N))$ 
OPERATOR XX, EXTDS 
FOR ALL W LET 
ExTD(w)= 
FOR K: = 1: DIM SUM EXTP(Bl(K), DF( W, XX(K)))$ 
SYMBOLIC OPERATOR XREAD$ 
LET DATA = 
BEGIN 
WRITE “ENTER DIMENSION AND HIT ESC:“$ 
WRITE “DIM: = “$ 
DIM: = XREAD()$ 
WRITE “ENTER VARIABLES AND HIT ESC:“$ 
FORZ:=l:DIMDO 
6 WRITE “X(“, Z, “): = “$ 
XX(Z): = XREAD()$ 
WRITE “ “,$ 
WRITE “THANK YOU”$ 
WRITE “ ‘*$ 
ENDS 
WRITE “TYPE THE WORD ‘DATA’ AND HIT ESC:“$ 
ENDS 
FACTOR Bl, B2, B3, B4, B5; 
END EXTERIOR PRODUCT AND DERIVATIVE PROGRAM$ . . 
3. IMPLEMENTATION OF VECTOR FIELDS AND LIE DERIVATIVES 
The following program is written in the REDUCE 2 system. It assumes that the program 
listed in Section 2 is already in memory. All symbols are treated as operators’. The program 
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prints instructions that should be adequate in its use. It is worth noting, however, that the inner 
product of a vector field V with a form W, usually written VJ W, is realized as a binary prefix 
operator INN( V, W). 
COMMENT THIS PROGRAM IMPLEMENTS TANGENT VECTORS, INNERPRODUCTS 
AND LIE DERIVATIVES$ 
OPERATOR TE!% 
FOR ALL X, J LET DF( TE(J), X) = 0$ 
WRITE “ TE(J), J = 1,2, . . . , IS A BASIS FOR THE TANGENT SPACE”$ 
OPERATOR EE$ 
FOR ALL J LET EE(J, J) = l$ 
FOR ALL 1, K SUCH THAT J NEQ K LET EE(J, K) = 0$ 
OPERATOR INN$ 
WRITE “THE INNER PRODUCT OF A VECTOR, V, AND A FORM, W, IS WRITTEN”$ 
WRITE “INN( V, W).“$ 
WRITE “ ‘5 
FOR ALL X, Y LET 
INN( - X, Y) = - INN(X, Y), 
INN(X, - Y) = - INN(X, Y)$ 
FOR ALL X, Y, 2 LET 
INN(X, Y + Z) = INN(X, Y) + INN(X, Z), 
INN(X, Y/Z) = INN(X, Y)/Z, 
INN(X/Z, Y) = INN(X, Y)/Z, 
INN(X + Y, Z) = INN(X, Z) + INN( Y, Z)$ 
FOR ALL Y LET 
INN( Y, BO( 1)) = 0, 
INN(0, Y) = 0, 
INN( Y, 0) = 0$ 
FOR ALL X, Y LET 
INN( Y, BO( 1)/X) = 0, 
INN( Y, X*BO( 1)) = 0$ 
FOR ALL X, Y, J LET 
INN(X* TE(J), Y) = X*INN( TE(J), Y), 
INN( Y, X*B l(J)) = X*INN( Y, B l(J))$ 
FOR ALL X, Y, J, K LET 
INN( Y, X*B2(J, K)) = X*INN( Y, B2(J, K))$ 
FOR ALL X, Y, J, K, L LET 
INN( Y, X*B3(J, K, L)) = X*INN( Y, B3(J, K, L))$ 
FOR ALL X, Y, J, K, L, M LET 
INN( Y, X*B4(J, K, L, A4)) = X*INN( Y, B4(J, K, L, M))$ 
FOR ALL X, Y, J, K, L, M, N LET 
CAMWA Vol. 6. Nn 4-D 
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INN( Y,X*BS(J, K, L, IU, N)) = X*INN( Y, BS(J, K, L, M, N))$ 
FOR ALL J, K LET 
INN( TE(J), B l(K)) = EE(J, K)*BO( 1)s 
FOR ALL J, K, L LET 
INN(TE(J), B2(K, L)) = EE(J, K)*Bl(L) - EE(J, L)*BI(K)$ 
FOR ALL J, K, L, M LET 
INN( TE(J), B3(K, L, M)) = 
EE(J, K)*B2(L, M) - EE(J, L)*B2(K, A4) + EE(J, M)*B2(K, L)$ 
FOR ALL J, K, L, M, N LET 
INN( TE(J), B4(K, L, M, N)) = 
EE(J, K)*B3(L, M, N) - EE(J, L)*B3(K, M, N) + 
EE(J, M)*B3(K, L, N) - EE(J, N)*B3(K, L, M)$ 
FOR ALL J, K, L, M, N, R LET 
INN( TE(J), B5(K, L, M, N, R)) = 
EE(J, K)*B4(L, h4, N, R) - EE(J, L)*B4(K, M, N, R) + 
EE(J,M)*B4(K, L,N, R)-EE(J,N)*B4(K, L,h4, R)t 
EE(J, R)*B4(K, L, A4, N)$ 
WRITE “THE LIE DERIVATIVE OF A FORM W WITH RESPECT TO A VECTOR IS 
WRITTEN-$ 
WRITE“LIED( V, W).“$ 
OPERATOR LIED$ 
FOR ALL V, W LET 
LIED( V, W) = INN( V, EXTD( W)) + EXTD(INN( V, W))$ 
WRITE “THE LIE PRODUCT OF TWO VECTORS U AND V IS WRI‘ITEN”$ 
WRITE “LIEP( U, I’)“$ 
OPERATOR LIEP$ 
FOR ALL U, V LET 
LIEP( V, v) = 
FOR J: = 1: DIM SUM 
INN( U, EXTD(INN( V, B l(J))))* TE(JYBO(1) - 
INN( V, EXTD(INN( U, Bl(J))))*TE(J)/BO(l)$ 
END PROGRAM FOR TANGENT VECTORS AND LIE DERIVATIVES$ 
4. ANEXAMPLE:ISOVECTORSFORTHEEQUATIONSOFSHALLOWWATERWAVES 
The simplest way of seeing just what assistance is provided by the programs given in the 
previous Sections is to apply them to the problem of computing isovectors of the equations of a 
well established problem. For this purpose, we take the equations for shallow water waves: 
aTU + Ua,U + VayU + G&H = 0, (1) 
axu + ayv = 0, (2) 
aTH + C( H)axH = 0, (3) 
ayH = 0. (4) 
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Here, X, Y, T are independent variables, U, V, H are the dependent variables and C(H) is a 
function of the single variable H. 
The first thing that must be done is to transcribe the system (1) through (4) into an 
equivalent system of exterior forms on the space G6 with coordinate functions (X, Y, T, U, V, 
H). It is a trivial matter to see that this transcription is given by 
El=dUr,dXAdY+UdUt,dYr\dT-VdUAdXr\dT+GdHAdYAdT, (5) 
E2=dUAdYAdT-dVAdXhdT, (6) 
E3=dHAdXr\dY+C(H)dHAdYAdT, (7) 
E4=dHhdXAdT. (8) 
Since the system (l)-(4) is of first order, there are no contact forms to be adjoined to (S)-(S). A 
direct calculation shows that 
I 
El 
d E2 
E3 
E4 
(9) 
so that the ideal Z{El, E2, E3, E4} is closed. In fact, it is easily seen that each of the forms 
El + U*E2, E2, E3, E4 is exact and hence have the first integrals 
El+ U.E2=da, E2=d/3, E3=dy, E4=dp. 
Unfortunately, this does us little good in securing solutions because the only characteristic 
vector of the ideal generated by the balance forms El, E2, E3, E4 is the zero vector. 
The next thing to be done is to transcribe the problem so that the programs given in the 
previous sections may be used. To this end, set DIM: = 6 and 
X(1): = X, X(2): Y, X(3): = T, X(4): = U, X(5): = V, X(6): = H 
after the DATA statement. A direct translation of the system (S)-(S) is then obtained through 
use of the basis operators B3(J, K, L) for A3(G,) and the assignment s atements 
El: = B3(4, 1, 2) + U*B3(4, 2, 3) - V*B3(4, 1, 3) + G*B3(6, 2, 3), 00) 
E2: = B3(4, 2, 3) - B3(5, 1, 3), (11) 
E3: = B3(6, 1, 2) + C(H)*B3(6, 2, 3), (12) 
E4: = B3(6, 1, 3), (13) 
where C(H) has been declared an operator. 
It now remains only to implement the generic form of the isovector in order to perform the 
bulk of the calculations. Since TE(K) are the symbolic operator basis for the tangent space, we 
simply declare J to be an operator and make the following assignment s atement 
VEC: = FOR K: = 1:6 SUM J(K)*TE(K);. 
The REDUCE system will then print out 
VEC: = J(l)* TE( 1) + J(2)* TE(2) + J(3)* TE(3) 
+ J(4)* TE(4) + J(5)* TE(5) + J(6)* TE(6). (14) 
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About 80% of the work is then done automatically by the assignment statements 
ISOl: =LIED(VEC,El)-All*EI-A12*E2-A13*E3-A14*E4; (15) 
IS02: = LIED(VEC, E2) - A21*El- A22*E2 - A23*E3 - A24*E4; (16) 
IS03: = LIED(VEC, E3) - A31*El- A32*E2 - A33*E3 - A34*E4; (17) 
NM: = LIED(VEC, E4) - A41*El- A42*E2 - A43*E3 - A44*E4; (18) 
for the vanishing of (15)-(17) are just the requirements hat VEC be an isovector of the closed 
ideal I{El, E2, E3, E4}. Once the system has printed out ISOl, IS02, IS03, ISO4, it is a 
relatively simple matter to eliminate all 16 of the quantities A 11, A12, . . . , A43, A44 through 
the use of LET statements, ince such statements set up global equivalences. We now resoive 
each of the four forms ISOl, IS02, IS03, IS04 on the basis elements B3(J, K, L), 1 I J < K < 
L I 6 in order to obtain the partial differential equations that the six operators J(l), . . . , J(6) 
must satisfy in order that (14) define an isovector of the ideal. This can be accomplished by use 
of LET statements and with the advantage that all resulting equations will be independent due 
to the fact that LET statements are global equivalences. 
For the problem at hand, about 95% of the work has been done by the computer. The output 
of all of this is the actual system of defining partial differential equations 
d”J( 1) = &J( 1) = a& 1) = a&( 1) = 0, 
&J(2) = W(2) = &J(2) = 0, 
CY”J(3) = &J(3) = &J(3) = &J(3) = 0, 
&J(4) = 0, 
&J(6) = &J(6) = &J(6) = 0, 
(3~ + C(H)~x)J(6) = 0, 
gJ(6) = (a~ + C(H)ax)(J(l) - C(H)J(3)), 
&J(4) = - GaxJ(3), 
&J(4) = - &J(5), 
&J(4) = a&(6) + &J(3) + 2C(H)&J(3) - &J(l), 
J(4) = C(H)aTJ(3) - L&J(3) + c(H)2a,J(3) 
- C(H)&J( 1) - U*&J(3) + Ua,J( 1) + s(6), 
M(4) = - G&J(6) - V&J(4) + l!B,J(S), 
&J(5) = &J(4) + &J(2) + U&J(3) - &J(l), 
J”J(5) = &J(2) - V&J(3), 
J(5) = V&J(Z) + &J(2) - V&J(3) + U&J(2) - UVJxJ(3). 
(19) 
(20) 
(21) 
(22) 
(23) 
(24) 
(25) 
(26) 
(27) 
(28) 
(2% 
(30) 
(31) 
(32) 
(33) 
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The general solution of this system is given by 
J(1)=kZ+k3X+k4+ksT, 
J(2) = a(X, T) + (kl - kj + k4 - k,) Y, 
J(3)=b+k,T, 
J(4) = ks + (k3 - k,) U, 
J(5) = (k, - k3 + kq - 2k,) V + a,a(X, T) + UaxrU(X, T), 
J(6) = - 2(k3 + k,)H 
where a(X, 7’) is an arbitrary function of its arguments and either 
C(H) = r + ksH”, r = k&k, - kd, m = 2:&k& 
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(35) 
or C(H) an arbitrary function of H but k, = k5 = k, = 0. 
The isovectors may be used to construct mappings of solutions onto solutions and to obtain 
similarity variables by solving the similarity constraints 
J(4) = J(l)&U + J(2)&xJ + &3)&U, 
J(5) = J( 1)&V + J(2)JyV + 5(3)&V, (36) 
J(6) = J(l)MZ + JQ)a,H + J(3)a& 
Although a number of results may be obtained in this manner, they are not overly useful. We, 
therefore, look at an alternative formulation. 
It is a simple matter to see that 
H = F(X - C(H) T) (37) 
satisfies (3) and (4) for any function F. If we put 
u = U(X- C(H)T, Y), 
(38) 
v= W(X-C(H)T, Y)a,(x-C(H)?-), 
then (1) and (2) may be written in the equivalent form [6,7] 
(U-C(H))&,U+ Wd,U+G=O, 
a,U+avw=o 
(39) 
(40) 
with Y and H as the new independent variables. 
For this modified problem, we set 
X(1): = Y, X(2): = H, X(3): = U, X(4): = W, (41) 
VEC: = J(l)* 7-E(1) + J(2)*TE(2) + J(3)*TE(3) + J(4)*TE(4), (42) 
El: = (C(H) - U)*B2(3, 1) + W*B2(3,2) + G*B2(1,2), (43) 
E2: = B2(3, 1) + B2(4,2), (44) 
where El and E2 are the balance 2-forms equivalent o (39) and (40). The equations for the 
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isovectors of the system are obtained by the assignments 
ISOl: =LIED(VEC,El)-All*El -A12*E2, (45) 
IS02: = LIED(VEC, E2) - A21*El- A22*E (4) 
and an elimination ofthe A’s from amongst the resulting equations. All of these calculations are 
done in a fairly routine manner by the computer, so we simply state the resulting equations: 
&_/J(2) =- a$& l), 
G&J(4) = G&J(l) + W&J(4) + W&J(3), 
&J(3) = kK2). 
C(H)&.J(l) = U&J( 1) - W&r(2), 
G&&4) = G&J(3) + GaJ( 1) - G&J(2) 
+ C(HMYJ(4) - U&J(4), 
GJ(4) = - G*&,J( 1) - G W&,./(3) +Wa,J( 1) 
- GC(H)&,J(l) + GU&,J(l) + W&J(3) 
- cwad(3) + uwaHJ(3), 
GawJQ) = C(H)ayJ(2) - UayJ(2), 
GJ(3) = 2G*&J(l) + GC(H)a,J(3) - GUauJ(3) 
+ 2GWayJ(2) + GgJ(2) - GC(H)a_uJ(2) 
+ GUa,J(2) - CWa,J(3) + UWayJ(3) 
+ C(H)2a,J(3) - 2C(H) ua,J(3) + u2a,J(3), 
which imply 
J(2)=B(H, W(U-C)-GY). 
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